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Available to Glients, and the New DisputeResolution Option, Collaborative Law
by the American Bar Association

1. What are

my choices for professional help in my divorce?

All divorces involve decisions and choices. Which professionals will assist you,
and how you will utilize their help. are decisions that can powerfully affect
whether ygur divorce moves forward smoothly or not. Some couples resolve atl
their divorce issues without any professional assistance at all, and process their
own divorcd papers themselves through the courts. On the other end ofthe
spectrum, some couples engage in drawn-out courtroom batfles that cost dearly
in emotional and financial resources and can take considerable time to complete.
Most people flnd their needs fall between lhese extremes.
Below are the choices for obtaining professional legalservices in divorce that are
available in most localities today. The list moves from choices involving the least
degree of professional intervention, and the most privacy and client controi, to
choices involving greater professional intervention and the least privacy and

control.

.

Unbundled Legal Assistance: The client in this model acts as a "general
contractor" and takes primary responsibility for the divorce, making use of legal
counselon an "as needed" basis for help in resolving specific issues, drafting
papers, and so forth. The lawyer doesn't take over responsibility for managing
the case.
Mediation: A single neutral person, who may be a lawyer, a mental health
professional, or simply someone with an interest in mediation, acts as the
mediator f,lr the couple. The mediator helps the couple reach agreement, bul
does not give individual legaladvice, and may or may not prepare the divorce
agreement, Few mediators wilj process the divorce through the court. Retaining
your own lawyer for independent legal adviee during firediation is generally wise.
ln some locales the lawyers sit in on the mediation process, and in other locales
they rema;n outside the mediation process. lvlediatofs dc ]1ot have to have to be
licensed professionals in most jurisdictions.
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their clienis.instead of counseling the clients toward sensible solutions. This ts
the costliest form of dispute resolution, emotionally and financially. It is always
destructiviifor the children involved. Such cases can drag on ior many years.
Few clienis report satlsfaction with the outcome of cases handled this wav.
regardless of who won.
2. Can you say more about Collaborative Law?
Collaborative law is the newest divorce dispute-resolution model. In collaborative
law, both parties to the divorce retain separate, specially trained lawyers wnose
only job is to help them settle the case. lfthe lawyers do not succeed in herprng
the clients tesolve the issues, the lawyers are out of a job arid can never
represent either client against the other again. All participants agree to work
iogether respectfully, honestly, and in good faith to try to find win-win soluiions to
the legitimate needs of both parties. Four creative minds work together to oevtse
individualized settlement scenarios. No one may go to court, or even threaten io
do so, and if that should occur, the collaborative law process terminates and both
lawyers are disqualified from any further involvement in the case. Lawyers hired
for a collaborative law representation can never under any circumstances go to
codil for the clients who retained them.
3. ls Collaborative Law only for divorces?
Collaborative lawyers can do everything that a conventional tamily lawyer does
except go to court. They can negotiate non-marital custody agreements,
premaritaland postnuptial agreements, and agreements terminating gay and
lesbian relationships. Collaborative Law can also be used in probate disputes,
business partnership dissolutions, employment and commercial disputes -wherever disputing parties want a contained, creative, civilized process ihat
builds in legal counsel and distributes the risk offailure to the lawyers as well as
the clients.
4. What is the difference between Collaborative Law and mediation?

ln mediation, there is one neutral professionalwho helps the disputing parties try
to settle their case. l\,4ediation can be challenging where the parties are not on a
level playing iield with one another, because ihe mediator cannot give ei{her
party legal advice, and cannot help either side advocate its position. lf one side
or the oiher becomes unreasonable or stubborn, or lacks negotiating skill, or is
emotionally distraught, the mediation can become unbalanced, and ifthe
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Both sides -eign a binding agreement to disclose all documents and ;nformaoon
that reiate to the issues, early and fully and voluntarily. "Hide the ba ', and
stonewalling are not permitted. Both lawyers stake their professional integrity on
ensuring full, early, voluntary disclosure of necessary information.
7. What happens if one side or the other does play "hide the ball," or is

dishonest in some way, or misuses the Collaborative Law process to take
advantage of the other party?
That can happen. There are no guarantees that one,s rights will be protected if a
participant in the collaborative law process acts in bad faith. There also are no
guarantees in conventional legal representation. What is diff;rent about
collaborative law is that the collaborative agreement requires a lawyer to
withdraw upbn becoming aware his/her client is being less than fully honesr, or
participating;n the process in bad faith.
For instancA, if documents are altered or withheld, or if a client is deliberately
delaying matters for economic or other gain, the lawyers have promised in
advairce that they will withdraw and will not continue to represent the client. The
sarne is true if the client fails to keep agreements made during the course of
negotiations, for instance an agreement to consult a vocational counselor, or an
agreemeni to engage in joint parenting counseling.

8. How do I know whether it is safe for me to work in the Co aborative Law
Drocess?
The collabc,rative law process does not guarantee you that every asset or every
dollar of income will be disclosed, any more than the conventional litigation
process can guarantee you that. In the end, a dishonest person who works very
hard to coriceal money can sometimes succeed, because the time and exDense
involved in investigating concealed assets can be high, and the results uncertain,
However, far greater efforts to track down concealed assets and income can oe
expected in conventional litigation than in collaborative law, which relies upon
voluniary disclosure.
You are generally the best judge of your spouse or pariner's basic honesty. lf
s/he would..lie on an income tax return, he or she is probably not a good
candidate fcr a Collaborative Law divorce, because the necessary honesty would
be lacking.'But if you have confidence in his or her basic honesty, then the
process may be a good choice for you. The choice ultimately is yours.
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10. My lawyer says she settles most of her cases. How is collaborative law
different from what she does when she settles cases in a conventional law

Practice?
Any experienced collaborative lawyer will tell you that there is a big difference
between a settlement that is negotiated during the conventional litigation
process, and a settlement that takes place in the context of an agreement that
there will be no court proceedings or even the threat of cou11. Most conventional
family law cases settle figuratively, if not literally, "on the courthouse steps.,'By
that time, aigreat deal of money has been spent, and a great deal of emotional
damage can have been caused. The settlements are reached under conditions of
considerable tension and anxiety, and both "buyer's remorse,'and "seller's
remorse" are common. Moreover, the settlements are reached in the shadow of
irial, and are generally shaped largely by what the lawyers believe the judge in
thecase is-likely to do.
Nothing could be more different from what happens in a typical collaborative law
settlement. The process is geared from day one to make it possible for creative,
respectful collective problem solvlng to happen. lt is quicker, less costly, more
creative, more individualized, less stressful, and overall more satisfying in its
results than what occurs in most conventional settlement neootiations.
11. Why is collaborative law such an effective settlement process?

Because the collaborative lawyers have a completely different state of mind
about what their job is than traditional lawyers generally bring to their work. We
call it a "paradigm shift." Instead of being dedicated to getting the largest possible
piece ofthe pie for their own client, no matter the human or financial cost,
collaborativ€ lawyers are dedicated to helping their clients achieve their highest
intentions Jor themselves in their post-divorce restructured families.
CollaboratiVe lawyers do not act as a hired guns, nor do they take advantage of
mistakes inadveriently made by the other side, nor do they threaten, or insult, or
focus on the negative either in their own clients or on the other side. They expect
and encourage the highest goodJaith problem-solving behavior from their own
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dishonesty by a party. lf your lawyer lacks confidence that the other lawyer will
w'thdraw from representing a dishonest client, it might be unwise to sign on to a
formal collaborative law process (involving disqualification of both lawyers from
representation in court if the collaborative Iaw process fails).
Similarly, collaborative law demands special skills from ihe lawyers __ skills In
guiding negotiations, and in managing contiict. Lawyers need to study and
practice to learn these new skills, which are qu:te different from the
skills offered
by conventional adversarial lawyers. Vvithout them, a lawyer would have a hard
time working effectively in a collaborative law negotiation.
And some lawyers might even collude with their clients to misuse the
collaborative law process, for delay, or to get an unfair edge in negotiations. For
these reasons, some lawyers hesitate to sign on to a formal collaborative law
representation with a lawyer inexperienced in this model. That doesn,t mean your
lawyer could not work cordially or cooperatively with that lawyer, but caution ls
advised in signing the formal agreements that are the heart of collaborative taw
where there is no track record of mutual trust between the lawyers. you ano you.
spouse willget the best results by retaining two lawyers who both can show that
they have committed to learning how to practice collaborative law by obtaining
training as well as experience in this new way of helping clients through divorce.

l4..Why is it so important to sign on formally to the officiat Collaborative
Law Agreement? Why can't you work collaboratively with the other lawye,
but still go to court if the process doesn,t work?
The special power that Collaborative Law has to spark creafive conflict resoluiion
seems to happen only when the lawyers and the clients are all pulling together in
the same direction, to solve the same problems in the same way. lfthe lawyers
can still consider unilateral resort to the courts as a fallback option, their thougnr
processes do not become transformed; their creativity is actually crippled by the
availability of court and conventional hials. Only when everyone knows that it is
up to the four of them and only the four of them to think their way to a solution, or
else the process fails and the lawyers are out of the picture, does the special
"hypercreativity" of collaborative law get triggered. The moment when each
person realizes that solving both clients' probtems is the responsibility of all four
participants is the moment when the magic can happen.
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18. How expensive
is collaborative |aw?
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Collaborative lawyers generally charge by the hour as do conventional family
lawyers. Rates vary from locale to locale and according to the experience of the
lawyer.
No one can predict exactly what you will pay for this kind of representation
because every case is different. your issues may be simple or complex; you and
your partnei may have already reached agreement on most, or none, of your
issues. You may be very precise or very casual in your approach to problems.
You and your partner may be at very different emotional stages in coming to
terms with separating from one another. \ivhat can be said with confidence is that
no other kind of professional conflict resolution assistance is,consistenflv as
efficient or 6conomical as collaborative law for as broad a range of clients. While

the cost of your own fees cannot be predicted accurately, a rule of thumb is that
collaborative law representation will cost from one tenth to one twentieth as much
as being represented conventionally by a lawyer who takes issues in Vour case
to coun.
19. lsn't mediation cheaper because only one neutral, instead of two

lawyers, has to be paid?
No, medjation is not usually cheaper. Because there is nobody in a mediation
negotiation whose job it is to help the client refine issues and particioate with
maximum eifectiveness in the process, mediation can become stalled more

easily than collaborative law does.
Mediationd can take longer, and can involve more wheel-spinning, than
collaborative law negotiations. They also can be at greater risk for falling apart
entirely, since the mediator must remain neutral and cannot work privately wjth
the more disturbed client to get past impasses. In either event, the resulting
inefficiencies can be costly.

Also, most mediators strongly urge that independent lawyers for each party
review and approve the mediated agreement. lfthe lawyers have not been a part
of the negotiations, the lawyers may be unhappy with the results and a new
phase of negotiations or even litigation may result. lf the lawyers do participate,
then three professionals are being paid in the mediation.
Lawyers who do both mediation and collaborative law typically see collaboraiive
law as the model that offers greatest promise of successful outcome for the
broadest range of divorcing couples. Of course, if two calm and reasonable
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